We introduce the package ConformalBlocks for Macaulay2, which calculates first Chern classes of conformal block divisors on M 0,n .
Introduction
The moduli stacks M g,n of Deligne-Mumford stable n-pointed curves of genus g are central objects of study in algebraic geometry and mathematical physics. The WZW model of conformal field theory can be interpreted as defining vector bundles on M g,n whose fibers are the so-called vector spaces of conformal blocks. These vector bundles were first constructed by Tsuchiya, Ueno, and Yamada [11] ; their ranks are computed by the famous Verlinde formula.
In this note we will discuss only properties of these bundles, and therefore omit a definition of them in favor of simply pointing to the references [4] and [11] .
First we recall the definition of a Weyl alcove: Definition 1.1. Let g be a simple Lie algebra, and let be a positive integer called the level.
Choose a set of simple roots for the root system associated to g, and let θ be the highest root. Let (−, −) denote the Killing form, normalized so that (θ, θ) = 2. Let P denote the set of dominant integral weights λ such that (λ, θ) ≤ . P is called the Weyl alcove of level .
Proposition 1.2. Let g and n be nonnegative integers satisfying 3g − 3 + n ≥ 0. Let (g, , λ) be a triple such that λ is an n-tuple of weights in the Weyl alcove P of g. Then for each such triple, we may construct a vector bundle V(g, , λ) on M g,n , called the vector bundle of conformal blocks.
Recently, Fakhruddin gave formulas for the Chern classes of these bundles [8] . We will refer to the first Chern class of a conformal block bundle as a conformal block divisor. The package ConformalBlocks implements some of Fakhruddin's main formulas in the genus 0 case.
The ConformalBlocks package
I implemented some of Fakhruddin's main formulas for studying and computing conformal block divisors on the moduli space of pointed genus 0 curves M 0,n in the ConformalBlocks package for Macaulay2.
The ConformalBlocks package has three main functions that compute:
1. the rank of a conformal block bundle;
2. the intersection number of a conformal block divisor with an F -curve;
3. the divisor class of the symmetrization of a conformal block divisor.
The ConformalBlocks package also contains several functions implementing basic Lie algebra theoretic ingredients: cartanMatrix, casimirScalar, highestRoot, killingForm, quadraticFormMatrix, starInvolution, weylAlcove, weightDiagram, tensorProduct, tensorCoefficient, and multiplicityOfWeightInRepresentation. These will implicitly appear in the discussion below; the documentation within the package contains references for formulas and/or sources of reference data for each of these functions.
Some references for divisors and curves on M 0,n include [10] , [9] , [2] . The boundary ∆ = ∂M 0,n (that is, the locus parametrizing nodal curves) consists of irreducible components ∆ I . These span Pic(M 0,n , Q). Moreover, the symmetrizations of the classes ∆ I yield a basis {B 2 , . . . , B n/2 } of Pic(M 0,n , Q)
Sn . The ConformalBlocks package implements S n -symmetric divisors in a new class called SymmetricDivisorM0nbar. Divisors may be entered/viewed as linear polynomials in the classes B i . For instance, the divisor B 2 + B 3 + 2B 4 for n=8 could be created as follows: The SymmetricDivisorM0nbar class has methods for creating and comparing divisors, as well as addition, negation, and scalar multiplication, and printing.
We will also be interested in certain combinatorially defined curves in the moduli space called F -curves. These are denoted F I 1 ,I 2 ,I 3 ,I 4 , where I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 is a partition of {1, . . . , n} into four nonempty subsets. Averaging such a curve with its S n translates gives a symmetric curve class; if
Sn . The ConformalBlocks package contains some functions for computing other well-known geometric divisors on M 0,n , including the canonical divisor K M 0,n , the class κ := K M 0,n + ∆, the class Ψ, and the pullbacks from GIT quotients of the form (P 1 ) n // L SL 2 studied in [3] . These are included for the purposes of comparison to the conformal block divisors. See the documentation within the package for more details on these functions.
Ranks of conformal block bundles
The function conformalBlockRank in ConformalBlocks computes ranks of conformal block bundles recursively using propagation and factorization ([4, Cor. 2.4 and p. 84]). We abbreviate r λ = rank V(g, , λ) if this will cause no confusion.
In practice, propagation means that if one of the weights is zero, we may drop it. Specifically, let λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ), and suppose that λ n = 0. Then V(g, , λ) = π * n V(g, ,λ), wherê λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n−1 ) and π n : M 0,n → M 0,n−1 is the map forgetting the nth marked point. In particular, r λ = rλ.
The factorization rules for conformal block bundles refer to a specific direct sum decomposition of each fiber. We merely state the consequence of factorization for ranks: Let µ ∪ ν be a partition of the vector λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) into two vectors each of length at least 2. Then
Here * denotes the involution on the root system given by the longest word in the Weyl group. Formulas for the action of this involution for the simple Lie algebras are given in [7, p. 511] . (Note we have to adapt the formula for E6, since the ordering of the roots in [7] differs from that of Bourbaki [6] .)
To seed the recursion, we need to know the ranks of conformal block bundles for n = 3. Simple formulas hold for all g if one or more of the weights are zero; see for instance [4, Cor.
4.4].
Suppose all three weights are nonzero. Then formulas for the three point ranks are known for g = sl 2 (see [4, Lemma 4.2]) and sl 3 (see [5] ) for any level . Also, for g = sl k and = 1, the three point ranks can be obtained from the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients (see [8, §5] ).
In all other cases, the package ConformalBlocks uses the Kac-Walton algorithm (see Amusingly, the ranks of the conformal block bundles for sl 2 , level 3, and weights (1, . . . , 1) with n even are the odd Fibonacci numbers; this can be proven by solving the recurrences which arise from factorization (see [1, §5] ).
Tensor product and Littlewood-Richardson coefficients and Kostka numbers
Let V λ denote the irreducible g-module with highest weight λ. Define the tensor product coefficients
The Kac-Walton algorithm for computing fusion coefficients (see above) is closely related to the Racah-Speiser algorithm for computing tensor product coefficients ([7, 13.5.2]). As a byproduct of implementing the Kac-Walton algorithm, I also obtained two functions, tensorProduct and tensorCoefficient, for computing tensor product coefficients.
In type A (that is, g = sl k ), the tensor product coefficients are the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients. These have been previously implemented in Macaulay2 packages (e.g. SchurRings).
Recall that in type A, the Kostka number K λµ is the multiplicity of the weight µ in V λ . Thus, a user could compute the Kostka numbers in ConformalBlocks using the function multiplicityOfWeightInRepresentation.
Intersection numbers with F -curves
Fakhruddin uses factorization to express intersection numbers of c 1 V(g, , λ) with an F -curve in terms of degrees of conformal blocks on M 0,4 ∼ = P 1 and ranks of conformal blocks on M 0,n with n < n ([8], Proposition 2.7).
The ranks needed to use Fakhruddin's formula ( [8] , Prop. 2.7) are discussed in the previous section. The remaining ingredient we need is how to compute degrees on M 0,4 . This is implemented in the function conformalBlockDegreeM04bar. Fakhruddin obtains the following formula by computing the residue of the KZ connection along the boundary [8, Cor. 3.5] . If # λ = 4, then
Here h ∨ denotes the dual Coxeter number of g, and c(λ) denotes the Casimir scalar associated to λ. A formula for the Casimir scalar is c(λ) = (λ, λ) + 2(λ, ρ) ( [7, (13.127 
Divisor classes of symmetrized bundles
S n -symmetric divisors often play an important role in the study of the birational geometry of M 0,n . In addition, they are much easier to study, since dim Pic(M 0,n , Q) = 2 n−1 − n 2 − 1 while dim Pic(M 0,n , Q) Sn = n/2 − 1. Fakhruddin gives a formula for computing the symmetrization σ∈Sn c 1 V(g, , σ λ) of a conformal block divisor over its S n -translates in [8, Cor. 3.6] . This is implemented in the function symmetrizedConformalBlockDivisor for an arbitrary n-tuple of weights λ.
However, we are often interested in weights λ which already possess a great deal of symmetry ( [1, 2] ). I have therefore included two additional functions which exploit this symmetry. If the n-tuple weights is S n -symmetric, i.e. λ = (λ, . . . , λ) for some weight λ, then we may use the function symmetricConformalBlockDivisor instead. Finally, if the n-tuple weights has (S a × S b )-symmetry, we may use the function sasbCB.
In the example below, we compute c 1 V(sl 6 , 1, (ω 2 , . . . , ω 2 )) for n = 6 and see that it is a multiple of the pullback to M 0,6 of the distinguished polarization on the GIT quotient (P 1 ) 6 // SL 2 with the symmetric linearization. GIT divisors of this form are studied by Alexeev and Swinarski in [3] . 
